








Aluminium Hubs
Unosand aluminium hubs are a strong, 
durable and economical way to convert 
all kinds of machines to the Unosanding 
strips.
The hubs can be supplied with two 
regular end caps or one regular 
and one aand one access end cap. 
The access end cap is an option
to allow for easy changing of 
sanding strips within the 
confines of a machine. 

For Unosanding Strips

180 mm Diameter Hubs for Unosanding Strips

Unosand UK Ltd. Unit 10 Farfield Industrial Estate
Hillfoot Road, Sheffield S3 8AA, England

Tel: +44 (0) 114 2758811   Fax: +44 (0) 114 2750522   sales@unosand.com   

End Caps:

Select 2 x regular or
1 x access and 1 x regular. 

Maximum length: 2000 mm
Minimum length: 50 mm

Two end caps are required per hub
adding 10 mm to overall length.

£150.00/m

Regular End Cap

Access End Cap
shown closed

£42.00 each
£21.00 each

180 mm Dia Hub
36 Keyways

Regular End Cap

Please specify bore dimension

Prices in £GB, Ex-works + VAT at current rate Subject to our terms and conditions of sale 

Hub 180 mm Dia:

55
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Multi Machines
A range of single phase brush sanding and deburring
machines for flat and profiled components. 

www.unosand.com

With a working face of 140mm, the Unosand multi 140 is ideal for brush 
sanding a wide variety of materials including woods, metals, plastics and
composites. Variable speed and a huge choice of abrasives make this 
machine a versatile addition to any workshop.
The multi 280 has all the features of the 140 but with a working face 
of 280mm.
BBoth machines have an adjustable, removable worktable.

Multi 280

Multi Disc

Multi Disc

Multi 140 and 280

Multi 140
(table removed)

The multi disc has a 70mm brush
with an additional 250mm diameter
disc for sanding and deburring
complicated and intricate shapes. 

 Consistent finishing on contoured and irregular surfaces;
 Profile & edge sanding/deburring of many materials;
 Brush finish aluminium and other metals;
 Reduce labour costs;
 Provide a key for paint/sealer and denib between coats;
 Process components in stacks;
 Polish/buff components;
 Round off sharp edges; 
 Use with robot cells for automated sanding/deburring.
 Adaptable heads to suit internal diameters (e.g. toilet seats).

Metals - Plastics - MDF - Solid wood - GRP - Veneer - Paint - Lacquer- Oil - Wax



Multi Machines

www.unosand.com

Applications:

Specifications: 12 month warranty.

Deburr and edge round
intricate fretwork and 
complicated shapes 
in a variety of materials
with the multi disc.
Different abrasives can 
bbe used in forward and
reverse.   

Deburr the ends of tubes.
The brushes will deburr
the inside and outside 
edge in one go.
The table unhooks to 
allow off-hand working. 

All prices are excluding VAT. Ex works. Delivery extra.

The sanding strips are
quickly and easily changed
with Unosand access end 
caps.
A huge variety of grit sizes
and brush lengths are 
aavailable to suit many 
different materials and 
applications. 

The abrasive fingers reach
into different contours,
ideal for sanding mouldings,
castings and other complex
shaped components.

The table provides 
support for edge sanding
of components with dust
extracted through the 
hood. 
The height adjustable 
head allhead allows full use of 
the abrasive strips.

Achieve an attractive 
brushed finish, clean
up welds and provide
a key for painting with
the multi 140 and 280. 
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Livesey Street, Sheffield S6 2BL, England
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